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Abstract:

This paper addresses optimal and near-optimal solving of the (N2 –1)-puzzle using the A* search algorithm.
We develop a novel heuristic based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) called ANN-distance that attempts to
estimate the minimum number of moves necessary to reach the goal configuration of the puzzle. With a well
trained ANN-distance heuristic, whose inputs are just the positions of the pebbles, we are able to achieve better
accuracy of predictions than with conventional heuristics such as those derived from the Manhattan distance
or pattern database heuristics. Though we cannot guarantee admissibility of ANN-distance, an experimental
evaluation on random 15-puzzles shows that in most cases ANN-distance calculates the true minimum distance
from the goal, and furthermore, A* search with the ANN-distance heuristic usually finds an optimal solution
or a solution that is very close to the optimum. Moreover, the underlying neural network in ANN-distance
consumes much less memory than a comparable pattern database.

1

INTRODUCTION

The (N2 –1)-puzzle (Wilson, 1974; Korf and Taylor,
1996; Slocum and Sonneveld, 2006) represents an important benchmark problem for a variety of heuristic search algorithms (Culberson and Schaeffer, 1994;
Korf, 1999). The task in the (N2 –1)-puzzle is to rearrange N 2 − 1 square tiles on a square board of size
N × N into a configuration where tiles ore ordered
from 1 to N − 1 (see Figure 1 for an illustration of
the 8-puzzle). One blank position on the board allows
tiles to move; that is, a tile can be moved to the blank
position in one step.
It is well known that finding an optimal solution of the (N2 –1)-puzzle, that is, finding the shortest
possible sequence of moves that reach the goal configuration, is an NP-hard problem (Ratner and Warmuth, 1986; Ratner and Warmuth, 1990; Demaine
and Rudoy, 2018). Hence the problem is considered
to be a challenging benchmark for a variety of searchbased solving algorithms.
Various approaches have been adopted to address the problem using search-based and other techniques. They include heuristics built on top of pattern databases (Felner and Adler, 2005; Felner et al.,
2007) that are applicable inside A* to obtain optimal
a
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solutions. Another approach is represented by solving
the puzzle sub-optimally using rule-based algorithms
such as those of Parberry (Parberry, 1995). The advantage of these algorithms is that they are fast and
can be used in an online mode.
Various attempts have been also made to combine
good quality of solutions with fast solving. Improvements of sub-optimal solutions by using macro operations, where instead of moving single tile to its
goal position, multiple tiles form a snake and move
together, were introduced in (Surynek and Michalı́k,
2017). Moving tiles together consumes fewer moves
than if tiles are moved individually. Another approach
is to design better tile rearrangement rules that by
themselves lead to shorter solutions as suggested in
(Parberry, 2015a). In the average case, these rulebased algorithms can generate solutions that are reliably effective (Parberry, 2015b).
In this short paper, we present an attempt to solve
the (N2 –1)-puzzle near-optimally or optimally with
high probability using a heuristic based on artificial
neural networks (ANNs) (Haykin, 1999). Our heuristic is intended to be integrated into the A* algorithm
(Hart et al., 1968).
We try to directly calculate the estimation of
the number of moves remaining to reach the goal
configuration using ANN. Our experimentation with
the 15-puzzle shows that our heuristic called ANN-
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Figure 1: An illustration of an initial and a goal configuration of the 8-puzzle.

distance yields better estimations than the comparable 7/8 pattern database (Felner et al., 2004). Moreover, although the ANN-heuristic is inadmissible,
sub-optimal solutions are produced by A* with ANNheuristic only rarely.
The paper is organized as follows; We first introduce the (N2 –1)-puzzle formally and put it in the context of related works. Then, we describe the design
of the ANN-distance and finally, we experimentally
evaluate the ANN-distance as part of the A* algorithm and compare it with A* using the 7/8 pattern
database on random instances of the 15-puzzle.

2

BACKGROUND

The (N2 –1)-puzzle consists of a set of tiles T =
{1, 2, ..., N − 1} placed in a non-overlapping way on
a square board of the size N × N where positions are
numbered from 1 to N. One position on the board
remains empty. Then a configuration (placement)
of tiles can be expressed as an assignment c : T →
{1, 2, ..., N}.
Definition 1. The (N2 –1)-puzzle is a quadruple
PN 2 −1 = [N, T, c0 , cg ], where c0 : T → {1, 2, ..., N}
is an initial configuration of tiles and cg : T →
{1, 2, ..., N} is a goal configuration (usually an identity with cg (t) = t for t = 1, 2, ..., N − 1.
The movements of tiles are always possible into
blank neighboring positions; that is, one move at a
time. The task in the (N2 –1)-puzzle is to rearrange
tiles into desired goal configuration cg using allowed
moves. The solution sequence can be expressed as
σ = [m1 , m2 , ..., ml ] where mi ∈ {L, R,U, D} represents: Left, Right, Up, Down movements for i =
1, 2, ..., l and l is the length of solution. We call solution σ optimal if l is as small as possible.

RELATED WORK

The (N2 –1)-puzzle represents a special case of a problem known as multi-agent path finding (MAPF) on
graphs, where instead of the N × N-board we are
given a graph G = (V, E) with so called agents occupying its vertices. There is at most one agent per
vertex, and similarly to the N × N-board we can move
an agent into the empty neighboring position (vertex).
The task is to move agents so that each agent reaches
its unique goal position (vertex). Hence in the terms
of MAPF, the (N2 –1)-puzzle is a MAPF instance on
a 4-connected grid of size N × N with one empty vertex where goals of agents are set according to the goal
configuration of the puzzle.
There are currently many solving algorithms for
MAPF and consequently for the (N2 –1)-puzzle. Optimal A*-based algorithms include independence detection - operator decomposition ID-OD (Standley,
2010) that tries to make use of not fully occupied
graph by dividing the set of agents into multiple independent groups that are solved separately.
ICTS (Sharon et al., 2013; Sharon et al., 2011) and
CBS (Sharon et al., 2015; Boyarski et al., 2015) on the
other hand view the search space differently not as a
graph of states. ICTS searches through various distributions of costs among multiple individual agents.
CBS searches the tree of conflicts between agents and
resolutions of these conflicts.
Besides search-based algorithms there are also
polynomial-time rule-based algorithms like BIBOX
(Surynek, 2009) and Push-and-Swap (Luna and
Bekris, 2011). They use predefined macro-operations
to reach the goal configuration. Solutions generated
by rule-based algorithms are sub-optimal.
Generally all MAPF algorithms rely on the fact
that the environment is typically not fully occupied
by agents in MAPF. Hence these algorithms cannot
benefit from their advantages in case of the (N2 –1)puzzle as their is only one empty position.
As for the state-space search approach,
(M. Samadi, 2008) successfully used an artificial neural network as a heuristic function to predict
the optimal solution costs of the 15-puzzle. They
used the estimates of several pattern database heuristics as inputs to their neural network. They used a
custom error function in order to penalise overshot
predictions, biasing the heuristic’s estimates towards
admissibility.
(M. Ernandes, 2004) also used an artificial neural
network to predict the optimal solution costs of the
15-puzzle, using only pebble positions as the input
features. However, they used a very small network
with only a single hidden layer of neurons, which re-

sulted in optimal solutions being obtained by IDA* in
only about 50% of cases.
(S. Arfaee, 2011) used a bootstrapping procedure
which allowed them to eventually solve random 24puzzle instances even without starting with a sufficiently strong heuristic. They started with an untrained artificial neural network, which they used as
a heuristic to solve a number of 24-puzzle instances.
Even though this procedure failed to solve most of the
instances within time limit, they used the handful of
solved instances to train the neural heuristic. Repeating this procedure several times resulted in obtaining
a very powerful heuristic.

4

DESIGNING A NEW
HEURISTIC

The heuristic search algorithm A* maintains the
O PEN list in which it stores candidate configurations for further exploration. The algorithm always
chooses configuration c from O PEN with the minimum g(c) + h(c) for the next expansion, where g(c)
is the number of steps taken to reach c from c0 and
h(c) is the (lower) estimate of the number of remaining steps from c to cg . In general, the closer h (from
below) is to the true number of steps remaining the
fewer total number of nodes the algorithm expands.

4.1

Artificial Neural Networks

In our attempt to design a heuristic that gives very
precise estimations we made use of a feed-forward
artificial neural network (ANN). The ANN consists
of multiple computational units called artificial neurons that perform simple computations on their input
vectors ~x ∈ Rn as follows: y(~x) = ξ(∑ni=0 wi xi ) where
~w ∈ Rn is vector of weights, w0 ∈ R is a bias and
ξ is an activation function, for example a sigmoid
ξ(z) = 1+e1−λz , where λ determines the shape of the
sigmoid.
Neurons in ANN are arranged in layers. Neurons
in the first layer represent the input vector. Neurons
in the second layer get the outputs of neurons in the
first layer as their input, and so on. So at every layer
neurons are fully interconnected with neurons from
the previous layer. Outputs of neurons in the last layer
form the output vector.
Usually we want an ANN to respond to given inputs in a particular way. This is achieved through the
process of learning (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Schmidhuber, 2014) that sets the weight vectors ~w and biases
w0 in individual neurons so that for a given input~xi the
network responds with an output ~yi in the last layer.

The network is trained for a data-set which contains
pairs of input ~xi and desired output ~yi . If the ANN
is designed well, that is if it has the proper number
of neurons in layers and if the data-set is representative enough, then the ANN can appropriately respond
even to inputs that are outside the training data-set.
We then say that the ANN generalizes well: this is
the goal in our design as it is unrealistic to train the
network for all possible configurations c of the (N2 –
1)-puzzle that are as many as N! (N!/2 solvable ones).

4.2

Our Design

We tried various designs of ANNs for estimating the
number of remaining steps and eventually ended up
with the following topology. The underlying ANN for
the ANN-distance is a deep and fully-connected feedforward network composed of an input layer with 256
neurons, five hidden layers with 1024, 1024, 512, 128
and 64 neurons, and an output layer composed of a
single neuron.
The input layer corresponds to encoding of a puzzle configuration, that is we have 16 indexes of tiles
(one for the empty pebble), with each index one-hot
encoded resulting in a 256-dimensional input vector.
The output value is the estimate for the number of
steps required to reach the goal configuration in an optimal manner. The loss function we used is the mean
squared error of this estimate.
We used several state-of-the-art techniques to enhance the performance of the neural network. These
techniques include the Adam optimizer, ELU activation function, dropout regularization, and batch normalization (Geron, 2017). Layer weights were initialized by He initialization (Geron, 2017).

4.3

Training Data and Training

Training was performed by Gradient Descent using
reverse-mode autodiff, a process also known as backpropagation (E. Rumelhart, 1985). The neural network was trained on a dataset of roughly 6 million
configurations and respective optimal solutions, with
the distribution corresponding to randomly permuting
the tiles on the board (unsolvable configurations were
discarded). The training data were obtained by the A*
algorithm with the 7/8 pattern database heuristic. All
algorithms and tests were implemented in Python 1 .
It is known that configurations corresponding to
odd permutations of tiles are unsolvable (Wilson,
1974). Therefore, half out of 15! configurations are
1 All experiments were run on an i7 CPU with 30 GB
of RAM and a NVIDIA Quadro P4000 graphics card under
Debian Linux.

unsolvable. That is, the training configurations cov1
ers approximately 100000
of solvable configurations a very sparse covering yet leading to satisfactory results. The distribution of length of solutions in the
dataset used for training is shown in Figure 2 - it can
be seen that the average length of a solution is roughly
about 52-53 moves.

5.1

Competitive Comparison

The first series of tests show how closely the true distance from the goal configuration has been estimated
by the 7/8-heuristic and by the ANN-distance. Results are shown in Figures 3 and 4 as the distributions
of errors with respect to the true minimal distances.
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Figure 2: The distribution of lengths of solutions of instances used for training.

The implementation of ANN and its training has
been carried out using the Keras library with TensorFlow backend (Chollet et al., 2015) and Numpy
(van der Walt et al., 2011) libraries.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our experimental evaluation was focused on competitive comparison of ANN-distance against the 7/8 pattern database. The 7/8 pattern database divides the
board into two disjoint parts: one consisting of 7 positions on the board and the other consisting of remaining 8 positions. For each configuration of 7 or 8
tiles we have a record in the database containing the
optimal solution length for a relaxed version of the
puzzle, where only 7 or 8 tiles respectively must be
placed in their goal positions. The relaxation ignores
the goal positions of the remaining tiles and hence
it is easier to solve. The value of the 7/8-heuristics
for a given configuration c is calculated as the sum of
lengths of optimal solutions for c|7 and c|8 from the
database (c|7 and c|8 denote c restricted on respective
disjoint part of the board). Such heuristic is admissible as shown in (Felner et al., 2004).
The tests were run on a test set of 1600 instances
obtained as random permutations. We focused on
measuring the performance of the heuristics separately and when they are used as part of the A* algorithm.
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Figure 3: The distribution of error of the 7/8-heuristic.

Clearly the ANN-distance is an inadmissible
heuristic according to the test. However the variance is greater in case of 7/8-heuristic. In other
words, the ANN-heuristic gives more precise estimations of the true distance to the goal, yet it sometimes
overestimates. The question hence is whether overestimations of ANN-distance lead to significant deviations from the optimal solutions when ANN-distance
is used as part of A*.
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Figure 4: The distribution of error of the ANN-distance.

The positive result is that A* with ANN-distance
usually returns an optimal solution as shown in Figure 5. Only in a minority of cases it happens that the
solution length is slightly higher than the optimum.
Moreover the most important benefit of using
ANN-distance is that A* expands significantly fewer
nodes with this heuristic. The number of expanded
nodes as shown in Figure 6 and Table 1 is significantly

ANN Heuristic: distribution of solution length errors (A*)
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ANN-distance than in A* with 7/8-heuristic despite
the fact that ANN-distance is consulted much fewer
times than the 7/8-heuristic. There is however still
great room for improvement of the computation of the
output of ANN as it can be strongly paralleled or implemented on a faster GPU.
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Figure 5: The distribution of differences of lengths of solutions returned by A* with ANN-distance from their true
optimas.

Instance
Easy
Medium
Hard
Extreme

A*(ANN)
2517
6392
15756
384139

A*(PDB 7-8)
4791
15645
45135
3367519

Table 1: The number of expanded nodes

lower in case of A* with the ANN-distance heuristic
compared to A* with 7/8-heuristic.
Another important advantage of the ANNdistance is the fact that it consumes much less space
than comparable pattern databases. A relatively good
performance can be achieved with just a small ANN,
which consumes very little memory. On the other
hand, the pattern database must store all relevant
instances, which consumes a significant amount of
memory.
Altogether A* with the ANN-distance heuristic
represents a promising alternative to common admissible heuristics.
A*: Distribution of number of expanded nodes
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ANN
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DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSION

This paper highly recommends the use of artificial
neural networks as the underlying paradigm for the
design of heuristics for the (N2 –1)-puzzle. We designed a heuristic called ANN-distance that estimates
for a given configuration the distance from the goal
configuration (the number of steps). Although the
heuristic is not admissible, it is relatively accurate and
does not significantly overestimate the true distance.
As a result, the ANN-distance usually yields an optimal solution when used as a part of A*. Moreover,
since ANN-distance is relatively precise in its estimations, the A* with ANN-distance expands much
fewer nodes than with other heuristics like 7/8 pattern
database. Another advantage of the ANN-distance is
that it consumes much less space than a comparable
pattern database.
We also considered the heuristic design that does
not compute exact distance towards the goal configuration but rather orders configurations in the O PEN
list relatively. That is, the ANN will only compare
two configurations and say which one out of the two
is better. Preliminary tests revealed that determining
the best node for further expansion is quite expensive
as it requires to evaluate the ANN’s output multiple
times.
As we continue our work, we plan to improve the
implementation of ANN-distance so that it will be
able to respond faster than pattern database heuristics. We also plan to implement the bootstrapping
algorithm (S. Arfaee, 2011) and use it to solve 24puzzle instances.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the number of expanded nodes
in A* with ANN-distance and A* with the 7/8-heuristic.

In addition to above experiments, we made measurements of runtime, which is still higher for A* with
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